The following pages contain multiple samples of design
work produced across my career. Please click any image
to launch a large hi-res sample, web view, or animation.
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PROJECT TITLE:

ROSETTA STONE GLOBAL
CONSUMER DIGITAL ASSETS

CLIENT:

Rosetta Stone, Inc.

YEARS:
2014-2015

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Employed as the Senior Digital Designer for the
Global Consumer division at Rosetta Stone’s
corporate headquarters after briefly working
with the company as a freelance designer on ad
campaigns, I reported to the Creative Director and
worked with copywriters, social media gurus, web
development and engineering teams, and digital
strategists to lead the design and art direction of a
large volume of assets for online and print media.
This involved concepting and executing online
ads, including Rich Media options for DoubleClick;
evergreen, multi-channel campaigns through the
audience funnel; ads, organic postings, and skins
for social media channels; desktop and mobile
email and website landing page art; blog post
art and infographics; and print ad campaigns.
Featured here are a few of the items I produced,
both conceptual and currently running in the
global market.

DESIGN & ART DIRECTION:
Adrian Constantyn

CREATIVE DIRECTION:
Ann Vogel

COPYWRITING:

Melba Black; Lori Hodgen

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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PROJECT TITLE:

CITY BIKES IMAGE POLISH

CLIENT:
City Bikes

YEAR:
2013

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Objective was to provide an overall image “facelift” for City Bikes retail bike and cycling accessory
chain in Washington, DC. This was achieved by
creating aspirational “LET’S RIDE” sub-branding
strategically applied across all digital and print
assets, including an overhaul of the website skins
and navigation (while retaining the existing e-tail
structure and functionality). The suite of LET’S
RIDE-treated products included, but was not
limited to, revisions to citybikes.com; a series of
Mail Chimp email templates; custom Facebook
and Twitter skins; event banners and tents;
wheat paste posters; stickers; in-store signage,
hang tags, coupons, and flyers; and, finally, a
72-page usage, instruction, and brand standards
resource guide for store staff. The process was
conducted over a period of 5 months, with a
multi-stage approach to releasing the LET’S RIDE
sub-brand that culminated in a 25th-anniversary
party at the flagship Adams Morgan retail store.

DESIGN:

Adrian Constantyn

ART DIRECTION:
Adrian Constantyn

COPYWRITING:
Micah Greenberg

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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PROJECT TITLE:

FAITH ANGLE FORUM LOGO
AND BROCHURE DESIGN

CLIENT:

Ethics and Public Policy Center

YEAR:
2010

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Objective was to convert a color-copy flyer into
a flagship marketing piece to promote the Faith
Angle Forum, a round table discussion group
focussed on the topic of religion in public policy.
The product became a 12-page, full-color
brochure that included metallic inks and spot
and flood varnishes. I shepherded the piece
through the process from start to finish, including
guiding client meetings; securing copywriting
talent; ideating and executing the design;
sourcing the printer vendor; and overseeing
production output and delivery of the finished
piece to the client, on time and within budget.

DESIGN:

Adrian Constantyn

ART DIRECTION:
Adrian Constantyn

COPYWRITING:
Deborah Cunningham

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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PROJECT TITLE:

GOVERNMENT EXECUTIVE TOWN
HALL SERIES PRODUCT SUITE

CLIENT:

Government Executive Media Group

YEAR:
2012

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Objective was to create a contemporary
look for a new event series presented
by Government Executive Media Group.
Components included a custom HTML email
template; marketing sales sheets; event
staging and banners; print advertisements;
web ads; and landing page header artwork.

DESIGN:

Adrian Constantyn

ART DIRECTION:
Adrian Constantyn

COPYWRITING:
Internal staff

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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PROJECT TITLES:

ALMANAC OF AMERICAN POLITICS
2004 BOOK JACKET DESIGN
VITAL STATISTICS ON CONGRESS
2005-2006 COVER DESIGN
STATE OF THE STRUGGLE
AGAINST GLOBAL TERRORISM
2007 COVER DESIGN

CLIENTS:

National Journal Group
The Council on Global Terrorism

YEARS:
2005-2008

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Book cover, jacket, and interior redesigns for
four high-profile publications. The Almanac of
American Politics was a completely fresh design
introduced in 2003 of a previous, dated cover
and spine design. The core design continues
to be the cover artwork to this day (with color
modifications). Vital Statistics on Congress was
an unpublished companion piece to The
Almanac, first proposed in 2005. The State of
the Struggle Against Global Terrorism is one of
four proposed cover designs commissioned
by the Council on Global terrorism in 2007.

DESIGN:

Adrian Constantyn

ART DIRECTION:
Adrian Constantyn

COPYWRITING:
Internal staff

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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PROJECT TITLES:

SERVICE CORPS D.C. CARES DAY/
CITY YEAR DAY OF SERVICE POSTER
THE DUNES INDEPENDENCE
DAY PARTY POSTER
GREEN LEAFE BAR BREW FEST 1,
“IN SEARCH OF HOP LEAFE” POSTER
ROX COLLECTION MUSIC
SERIES LAUNCH POSTER
CITY BIKES “LET’S RIDE”
POSTER CONCEPTS
ADRIAN CONSTANTYN “MOVING TO
HONG KONG” RESUMÉ POSTER

YEARS:
2002-2013

CLIENTS:

Service Corps/City Year D.C.
The Dunes, LLC
In Any Event Consulting
DistrictArts
City Bikes

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

A variety of internally- and externally-facing
large-format poster designs for local and
regional organizations, events, and businesses,
as well as a self-promotional piece.

DESIGN:

Adrian Constantyn

ART DIRECTION:
Adrian Constantyn

COPYWRITING:

Internal staff; Adrian Constantyn

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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PROJECT TITLES:

NATIONAL JOURNAL
CONVENTION DAILY
MARKETING BROCHURE DESIGN

CLIENT:

National Journal Group

YEAR:
2008

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Objective was to create a 25th-anniversary
flagship sales tool to appeal to 2008 Democratic
and Republican National Convention business
influentials. The finished piece was a glossy,
saddle-stitched, 12-by-12 inch, 16-page piece
that included 3 spread-format photo shoots of 25
years worth of presidential convention ephemera.
In addition to concepting and executing the
design, I conducted in-house photo shoots
that included sourcing photo shoot materials;
arranging and styling the pieces; taking the digital
photographs; and selecting and digitally photoediting the images used in the finished piece.

DESIGN:

Adrian Constantyn

ART DIRECTION:
Adrian Constantyn

COVER PHOTO & STYLING:
Adrian Constantyn

COPYWRITING:
Internal staff

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com

OPTION 3
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PROJECT TITLES:

CORPORATE ACTION NETWORK
LOGO CONCEPT
MULTIPOLAR IDENTITY DESIGN
CITY BIKES LOGO REDESIGN CONCEPT
IMPACT PEDIATRICS INTERNATIONAL
IDENTITY DESIGN
FLEURIS GROUP CONSULTING
LOGO CONCEPT
HIPP FISH SALON HONG
KONG LOGO DESIGN
GOVERNMENT EXECUTIVE
MEDIA GROUP 40TH
ANNIVERSARY LOGO DESIGN
LAKE ERIE MONARCHS AAA COLLEGE
BASEBALL TEAM MASCOT DESIGN

CLIENTS:

Corporate Action Network
Nils-Sjard Schulz
City Bikes
Impact Pediatrics International
Deborah Cunningham
Hipp.Fish Hair, Ltd., Hong Kong
Government Executive Media Group
Lake Erie Monarchs Baseball

YEARS:
1998-2011

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Unique logo and identity designs for several
local, regional, national, and international
organizations, publications, products,
retail stores, and sports teams.

DESIGN AND ILLUSTRATION:
Adrian Constantyn

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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PROJECT TITLE:

AGING ACADEME: RETIREMENT
TRENDS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

CLIENT:

The Chronicle of Higher Education

YEAR:
2013

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Design of a 16-page, text- and data-intensive
report sponsored by TIAA CREF Financial
Services. Work included concepting and
execution of unique cover designs, interior
layouts, and graphic data interpretations.

DESIGN:

Adrian Constantyn

ART DIRECTION:
Carl Cox

AUTHOR:

Jeffrey J. Selingo

ADDITIONAL COPYWRITING:
The Chronicle of Higher Education staff

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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PROJECT TITLE:

PEW FINANCIAL REFORM
PROJECT PRINT AD SERIES

CLIENT:

The Pew Charitable Trusts

YEAR:
2010

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Objective was to design a series of three
unique full-page, full-color print ads to run in
various beltway publications (e.g. POLITICO)
to influence Capitol Hill lawmakers to pass
financial reform legislation. Work included
concepting and execution of each individual
creative direction and preparing files to
conform to internal publications guidelines.

DESIGN:

Adrian Constantyn

ART DIRECTION:
Adrian Constantyn

COPYWRITING:

Cynthia Magnuson;
The Pew Charitable Trusts staff

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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PROJECT TITLE:

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY
THE AGENDA SECTION
INFOGRAPHIC AND MAP DESIGNS

CLIENT:

The Atlantic Monthly Magazine

YEARS:
2002-2004

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Monthly design and layout of various types
of data generation based on author-driven
topics. I worked closely with article writers
and data researchers to create unique and
compelling graphic representations of data,
largely through the use of innovative map and
chart treatments. Topics included the global
arms trade; illicit nuclear materials movement;
international abortion rates; and U.S. military
installations and troop concentrations
around the world, among other topics.

DESIGN:

Adrian Constantyn

ART DIRECTION:

Jason Treat; Adrian Constantyn

COPYWRITING AND
DATA GENERATION:
Donald Peck; Marshall Poe;
V. V. Ganeshananthan;
The Atlantic Monthly staff

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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PROJECT TITLE:

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY
150TH ANNIVERSARY IDENTITY
AND EXHIBIT DESIGN

CLIENT:

The Atlantic Monthly Magazine

YEARS:
2005-2006

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Objective was to create a signature identity
element to represent The Atlantic Monthly’s 150th
Anniversary celebration to be applied across
all event print and digital assets. A “postage
stamp” design was created and applied to all
materials, the largest among them a 36-panel,
museum-quality travelling exhibition featuring
professionally-scanned images of 150 years
worth of historical artifacts, magazine articles,
celebrity quotes, and other rights-managed
photographs from the past century and a half. In
addition to ideating and executing the creative
for the entirety of the exhibit across a period
of over 6 months, I worked very closely with
magazine staff in Washington, D.C. and Boston
to collect, organize, catalogue, and protect
irreplaceable objects; source third-party historical
and media images and artwork; and to direct
and manage the exhibit output and construction
by an external vendor in Pennsylvania.

DESIGN:

Adrian Constantyn

ART DIRECTION:
Adrian Constantyn

COPYWRITING:

Deborah Cunningham; Sage Stossel;
The Atlantic Monthly staff

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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PROJECT TITLE:

SERVICE TO AMERICA MEDALS
BROCHURE DESIGN

CLIENTS:

Partnership for Public Service;
Government Executive, National Journal,
The Atlantic Monthly magazines

YEAR:
2004

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

This was the second year in a row (starting in
2003) that I had the opportunity to lead and
execute the creative direction for the Service
to America Medals annual awards ceremony
materials. My role included the ideation and
execution of creative elements for the event
marketing package and event staging. The
collateral included a high-end 20-page, 12-by-12
inch integrated event brochure/folder; event sales
sheets; event recap DVD packaging and label;
and the on-site event banners and signage.

DESIGN:

Adrian Constantyn

ART DIRECTION:

Adrian Constantyn; Constance Sayers

COPYWRITING:

Partnership for Public Service staff;
Government Executive Media Group staff

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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you’ve
got a
death
grip on
my soul.

everything is
PROJECT TITLE:

MEMYSELF&CO.
GREETING/OCCASION CARD DESIGNS

YEAR:

2010-2012

DIFFERENT
now

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Objective was to create a series of contemporary
and/or D.C.-centric greeting card designs to
fill a market niche by selling online and at
select local retail establishments. I ideated
and executed all designs; wrote the internal
greetings; produced the cards using local
commercial print vendors; sourced all packaging
materials (e.g. polybags, bellybands, price
tags, etc.); determined wholesale and retail
sales margins; and acted as my own sales rep,
striking deals at local retailers. In addition, the
“escalator” design was put forward for a “replace
the current I (Heart) DC t-shirt” social media
contest sponsored by the ReadysetDC arts blog
and came in runner-up with over 625 votes.

Interior message:
AND IT WILL BE FOR SOME TIME. CONGRATS.

Interior message:
BUT WE KILLED A TREE TO MAKE IT.

Interior message:
HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY, DARLING.

DESIGN:

Adrian Constantyn

PHOTOGRAPHY AND
ILLUSTRATION:

Adrian Constantyn; Open-source

COPYWRITING:
Adrian Constantyn

Interior message:
GOOD LUCK AT YOUR NEW JOB.

Blank inside.

Interior message:
ENJOY YOUR VISIT.
Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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PROJECT TITLE:

ANIMAL SUPPLY COMPANY
LOGO REDESIGN CONCEPTS

CLIENTS:

Animal Supply Company

YEAR:
2014

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Conceptual logo redesigns for Animal Supply
Company, one of the country’s largest B-2-B pet
store supply and logistics companies. The logo
redesigns included rebranding for the current
company name as well as for alternative suggested
rebrandings “PetXpertz” and “Pet Partners.”

DESIGN & ART DIRECTION:
Adrian Constantyn

CREATIVE DIRECTION:
Jim Schmidt

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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PROJECT TITLE:

BSEF PRINT AD CAMPAIGN CONCEPTS

CLIENT:

Bromine Science and Environmental Forum

YEAR:
2014

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Objective was to create an advertising campaign
for BSEF, the international organization
responsible for the promotion of bromine-related
goods for industrial and commercial use. The
goal of the ads was to combat unsubstantiated
reports that bromine is harmful to the public by
promoting its positive attributes. Such benefits
include the use of the agent as a life-saving fire
retardant material; an ingredient in incinerators
to remove mercury from exhaust vapor; and as a
component in technically-advanced applications
such as hybrid vehicle batteries. This was
demonstrated by placing some of the ads within
the context of a clean, natural environment,
while others displayed the pulse and vitality of
energy, or the life-altering possibilites of the
material through a directly emotional appeal.

DESIGN & ART DIRECTION:
Adrian Constantyn

CREATIVE DIRECTION:
LaDon Roeder

COPYWRITING:
Shawn Westfall

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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PROJECT TITLE:

BURSON-MARSTELLER
BEING MORE AD CAMPAIGN
CONCEPTING

CLIENT:

Burson-Marsteller Public Relations

YEAR:
2014

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Objective was to create an outwardly-facing,
corporate advertising campaign for BursonMarsteller to promote its “Being More”
messaging. The ads were intended to run in
industry magazines such as PR Week and AdWeek
and other international publications to speak
to the primary audiences of potential clients,
talent for hire, and the industry at large. The ad
concepts largely took shape through aspirational
imagery and language as viewed through a
universal lens to communicate to overseas
audiences. The ads elevate the BM brand to
the appropriate prestige level, in one series
directly addressing the positive attributes of
BM services through a repetitive typographic
device. Other concepts rely on a dominant image
to convey the spirit of the firm’s values, in one
even employing a tongue-in-cheek testimonial
turn-of-phrase to capture the reader’s attention.

DESIGN & ART DIRECTION:
Adrian Constantyn

CREATIVE DIRECTION:
LaDon Roeder

COPYWRITING:
Eric Glick

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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PROJECT TITLE:

ZEROWATER RETAIL PACKAGING
DESIGN CONCEPTS

CLIENTS:
ZeroWater

YEAR:
2014

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

The PROOF design team produced a full suite
of re-imagined ZeroWater materials, including
redesigns of the logo, product packaging,
advertising, in-store displays, and website. My
role was to concentrate on the redesign of the
current packaging (dark and overly-technical)
for the pitchers and filter combos to make it
appeal to the target consumers of mothers of
young children and health-focused women.
We did so by lightening the color palette to
align it with cool, natural colors; by softening
the letterforms; by simplifying the packaging to
reduce the technical information to a digestable
format; and by focusing on displaying the actual
product. The latter was achieved by taking
multi-angle product shots and displaying the
package contents on an exterior wrap-around
(to borrow a traight of Dyson packaging). This
satisfied the client’s desire to show the product
while maintaining the current box shape and
format, removing production retooling costs.

DESIGN & ART DIRECTION:
Adrian Constantyn

CREATIVE DIRECTION:
LaDon Roeder & Jim Schmidt

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com
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PROJECT TITLE:

IT’SMYBUSINESS “SOMEECARD”
FACEBOOK POST ART CONCEPTING

CLIENT:

ItsMyBusiness.com

YEAR:
2014

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

A conceptual series of artwork in the style
of the SomeEcards humorous online cards
created to be posted to ItsMyBusiness.com’s
Facebook page to accompany original post
content. The series takes the serious topic of the
government’s attempt to curtail the business
activities of independent contractors, taking
a gently mocking tone to chastise congress on
its poor choices, or humorously promoting its
own contributions. Both are achieved through
the use of vintage illustrations or engravings,
chosen for their sometimes incongruous
relationship to the written language. One set
is a more direct lift of the SomeEcards style,
while the more “Victorian” approach is a
tribute to the online cards but drawn in its own
unique style of illustration and typography.

DESIGN & ART DIRECTION:
Adrian Constantyn

CREATIVE DIRECTION:
Jim Schmidt

COPYWRITING:
John Sheerhan

Please click on any image to launch a preview or PDF of the artwork in your web browser window.

Address: 2420 19TH ST NW | #25 | WDC 20009

Phone: 202.460.1213

Email: me@adrianconstantyn.com

Web: adrianconstantyn.com

